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Dates to Remember: 

Possible Video Conference by ZOOM.  

 

July 18  

This is currently in the works with help from Barbara          
Cadwell. A time and date and no. or link will be sent you             
simply click on and code no. to join the ZOOM          
conference.This is very easy! No panic!! More info soon. 
 
 
Xenophon Get Together and Symposium. Location TBD       
because of Covid Social Distancing Concerns. We will try         
to make this work! Stay tuned!! 

August 8th  

Beach gets together at Sawgrass Country Club Ponte 
Vedra. Bring a towel, or chair or both and a beverage and 
cup. Recommend you bring your own “lunch” for safety. 
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Welcome ~ We are now entering the Florida Summer, the time when our horse shows and intense                  

riding and training begin to ease in this part of the country. The overpowering heat and humidity encourages                  
riders to switch their training times to early AM, or to the last light before sundown, with the luckiest ones able to                      
throw on the lights overhead in the cool of the summer night.  

Covid 19 is not gone and so 2020 continues to be an ongoing surprise, with the usual activities and plans                    
constantly on the move from newly opening up again, to still shuttered, to wait and see. Our own activities have                    
nearly disappeared, though efforts have been made to keep the flame alive with our “Socially Distant” Eugene                 
Abello clinic at Whitelock Estates, and the generous offering by our scheduled May clinician Simone Van                
Belligen to give two free video lessons long distance from Belgium to all FCCDS Members! The board members                  
have put their heads together to try to decipher what might be doable and what we can offer safely throughout the                     
seasons ahead, but different activities present various challenges to the notion of safety, and some people just                 
want to do nothing until there is truly a cure or vaccine.  

Our newest efforts are all focusing on Video-Internet learning and in that spirit, Barbara Cadwell is arranging                 
some Video ZOOM dates with her contacts in the USDF - such as George Williams, and her primary FEI Rider                    
Patty , and others. Those dates will be up as soon as we are confirmed and will be posted widely on social                      
media and by email to all members. All you need is a computer and ZOOM is super easy to install. We are also                       
considering other trainers and Dressage personalities to engage in this “au courant” educational style. We are                
hoping by Fall, we will have a better idea of what works and what doesn’t regarding opening up the physical side                     
of life again while living with the Pandemic, and have plans to offer another “Socially Distant” physical clinic or                   
two before year end. So..don’t give up hope, and please consider sending us a little run down or news flash of                     
your COVID activities with your horses, and report any wins and scores you did manage to get towards the year                    
end awards that are still counting. Some of the area shows seem to be aiming to open for June or July, so                      
we are hoping some of you will be accruing some points to send us on the website: www.fccds.org Hang in there,                     
we are all in this together!! 

 

http://www.fccds.org/
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Covid 19 and the Members of FCCDS   

Coping with Covid  ~ Brenda Harley 

I was asked by fellow FCCDS members and friends to write up a short article on personal experiences resulting 
from the COVID 19 event we have all endured  in the past 2 months.  

It has affected all riders and non- riders alike in that it has changed our lives and routines dramatically in our 
work, family interactions, and time that we spend with our beloved horses - or any sport that you enjoy. 

Being a much “older” rider, I make it a priority to do “some kind of physical exercise" to enable me to have the 
strength and endurance to even ride a horse. This goal and routine has been materially compromised since all 
work-out facilities have been closed.  Hmm..I thought…..Ah woe is me,  what to do?   Well maybe, if I can just 
maintain some kind of aerobic fitness, that would be better than nothing at all.  So, I decided to pick up jogging 
down the street, and running up some small hills in a development near my home. 

What I experienced really caught me by surprise!  Even though I was used to jogging on a treadmill , it did not 
exactly compare to what my joints and muscles were challenged to do on concrete and up hills. My joints 
started aching and my calves responded with a “NO WAY !” And it happened quickly after a day or two of the 
change in my normal exercise routine. My problem was that I didn't do it slowly. I did not warm up properly.  I 
demanded a lot from my body, just because I could.  So, I had to backtrack, let my joints and calves heal from 
the change in exercise routine and regroup.  

This experience can be applied to our horses.  Many of our horses' exercise routines have changed dramatically 
in the last 2 months.  Many owners cannot even see their horses. So, we always need to be very mindful of our 
horses, their age and any changes in their exercise routines, however minor. We need to truly consider the 
extent or difficulty of any new dressage movements we are trying out.  (If you have not done a toe touch in 
awhile you know how stiff you feel when you first do it.). We MUST approach any change very slowly, to not 
over tax our horses’ mind and body. We MUST realize, they may not be in the condition they were two months 
ago.  We MUST remember, our beloved friend and companion may not be as flexible as they were when they 
were an 8 year old.  Their best interest MUST always be in our mind and heart, as they will always try to do what 
we ask of them  -  just to please us.  

So, when our normal routines can begin again, please be careful and mindful that it is much better to start 
slowly, than go all in, with negative consequences. Patience always pays off in the long run, for yourself and your 
beloved equine companion.  
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Masters of Dressage~Is seeking submissions from our Membership - of articles and              

images about the Masters in your own personal journey with Dressage and the Art of Riding. Share who helped you discover                     
your way to the life you live now with your horse or horses. These can be Internationally recognized coaches and trainers                     
whom we all know as house-hold names in the discipline; or local trainers who perhaps were not exactly all about                    
“Dressage”- but got you started on the proper path of “equitation”, horse care, and how to “stay in the tack” along the long                       
road of a life with the four leggeds! Please send your submissions to me at: Foundationdressage@gmail.com or to                  
newsletter@firstcoastclassicaldressage.com for publication in the upcoming issues of Dressage Deciphered. Please include            
any images of the person who is the subject of the article and any of yourself at that time in your riding life; either with the                          
coach or not. This is your chance to give back to the ones who brought you along; and helped you on your way. Thank you                         
for your time. 
 
 
My first “Master” by Mary Glissman Paul 
 
Date: 21May2020 
 
 
From my earliest memories, I have loved horses and wanted to know all I could about them.  My Father 
grew up with horses on the farm, both draft horses and cow horses.  Fortunately, he could understand 
my love of these creatures when I was a small child.  We would visit his brother’s farm and I was able 
to be led around on his old horse, Flick, who was still around at the time.  Eventually, we moved out to 
the country in the same area, I had a pony, then a small horse, joined 4-H and learned to ride by the 
seat of my pants (Western, of course).  But I always knew from my reading that REAL riding was 
English, and that learning to ride hunt seat was THE way to really ride and have fun on a horse.  For 
my first years with horses, this was not possible where I lived.  Then came the summer before 8th 
grade:  Sue Pitzer had moved to the area from California, and was offering to work with our 4-H club to 
teach us to ride ENGLISH!!! 
 
I was so excited!  At our first 4-H meeting at her place, she brought out an enormous chestnut gelding 
(16.1 H) with a jumping saddle on, and asked who wanted to get on him.  I nearly jumped out of my 
skin to offer myself up, and was able to do it (other kids were afraid because he was so tall).  It was like 
falling off a cliff.  Next thing you know, I was taking lessons, started over cross-rails and small jumps for 
a few times, then went straight on to jumping 3-3-6 without batting an eye.  Sue told me this was 
normal, and that any horse could jump 4 ft.  It was the best thing ever!  
 
I do recall that there was one jump (barrels on end) under a tree that he would jump and then buck. 
This got me off several times.  However, I got to the point where I knew he would do it and did not let it 
happen!  My lessons on Charlie were continued with ad hoc practice at home on my little half Walking 
Horse/Half Quarter Horse Poky.  He was quite game and we practiced grids and all manner of things 
because my Dad saw I was keen and built several jumps and cavaletti for us based on drawings from, 
“Modern Show Jumping” by Toptani (which Sue had, gave to me, and which I have to this day).  
 

 

mailto:Foundationdressage@gmail.com
mailto:newsletter@firstcoastclassicaldressage.com
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One day, we had a chance to buy Charlie.  It was not a lot in today’s terms, but for my Dad, it was 
significant.  He asked me how serious I was about this “ jumping thing”.  I told him I was very serious, 
and he could see that I loved it, so he worked hard to buy him for me.  I did a lot with old Charlie, from 
endurance riding to outdoor fancy hunter courses at the old Charity shows of the day, to trying out (and 
loving) the jumpers. If it had not been for Sue Pitzer coming to our area and reaching out to us 4-H kids, 
my whole trajectory with horses would likely have been very different indeed! 
 

                          Mary and Charlie at a large recognized Show in a jumper class as a kid.  

                   Mary and Charlie over another Oxer in the Chicago area where she grew up. 
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                           Mary and Charlie over a Brush fence at Fort Wayne Charity Horse Show 

 

 

 

If you enjoyed reading about and seeing our fellow FCCDS Member Mary Glissman - Paul in her early                  
years of learning to ride on the path that eventually led her to Dressage now in her later years living in                     
North East Florida, consider sending us a write up on your own pivotal learning point, with an important                  
Coach or Trainer. Dressage, or riding towards eventually taking up Dressage. It’s all good! Important               
people in our life with our horses and our different roads to where we are now is what I am looking for                      
in this effort to bring all of us closer together and more aware of our various paths and abilities. I look                     
forward to hearing from you. Please write your piece on Google.docs..it is the program I use to make the                   
NL, so it’s easiest for me to use it quickly. Send photos to me either by email or on Messenger. My                     
email is: foundationdressage@gmail.com, and I am Linda Dennis - look for my face and you’ll find me -                  
on Messenger. Thank you. 

  

 

mailto:foundationdressage@gmail.com
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First Coast Classical Dressage Member ~ Artist ~               

Linda Dennis is offering commissioned drawings in black and white or color of your                           

horse, pet, or subject of interest, including a family member or friend. This work can be done                                 
from life, as below - in “ Issy on the Patio Chair” - or from a select photo or group of photos                                           
compiled to create a unique piece. (see the lower image of a lady and her horse). If you are                                     
interested in this opportunity, please contact me at the email listed below.  

 

 

If you are interested in commissioning an artwork of your horse; pet; or family; please contact Linda Dennis at:                   
foundationdressage@gmail.com; and use ART in the subject line. If interested in non commissioned Fine Art, please see the                  
upcoming website. Thank you.  

 

mailto:foundationdressage@gmail.com
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 This image was originally done in Color. This reproduction in Black and White results in a lack of quality.     

              Thank you! Patron and Society Patron Members  

                  Gold Society Patron - Mary O’Brien       Patron - Lisa Beardley  

                       Patron - Sandi Lucas                          Patron - Lisa Spallone 

                       Patron - Denise Moxon                        Patron - Carolyn Belcher  
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        Meet the Members ~ Lisa Beardsley     

   

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Lisa Beardsley is one of the two people ~ or really THREE people ~ who started First Coast Classical Dressage                     

five years ago. It was Lisa and Mary O’Brian who put in the Do Re Mi to make this organization fly, and who have                        

stuck it out through thick and thin to keep that heartbeat going through all the ups and downs, including now                    

COVID - 19. No matter who else comes and goes along the way, it is on Lisa to keep the thing going..no matter                       

what personal difficulties or challenges she faces in her life outside of the organization. Being that person..she                 

takes all the flak when things go wrong...being that person..she is held responsible when things change, or falter,                  

with the vagaries of any organizational metamorphosis or failing. Lisa is our current President, has been our Vice                  

President, and is always our lode star for all things First Coast Classical Dressage. She is a rider, mother,                   

transitional wife and sometimes nurse. She is the heart of our organization, and remains at the helm throughout                  

the storms that are frequent - and especially now with Covid-19. Lisa has ridden and shown a number of horses                    

since moving to our area, but has remained loyal to her very big Hanoverian boy GALLANT a grey gelding who                    

started out as an eventer and has become her primary “guy” in Dressage, and trail, jumping, and just plain horse                    

buddy. If you see Lisa at a local show or clinic give her a hello, and thank her for sticking it out and always                        

advocating for First Coast Classical Dressage.  
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Bulletins from the Board ~   

 
Board meetings are held by Teleconference - or Video-Conference on the second Thursday of the Month. All Members are welcome                    
to join in if you wish; by notifying the President - Lisa Beardsley, of your interest so she can provide you with the no. and code to                           
enter; or provide the link for video connection.. You can contact her at : president@firstcoastclassicaldressagesociety.com 

 
Our last board mtg. Occured on March 12, and included Board Members Lisa Beardsley; President & acting                 
Secretary; Linda Dennis; Vice President; Brenda Harley, Treasurer, and Barbara Cadwell, Board Member.             
Foundation Board Member Mary O’Brien was not present.    
 

 
Our May June Board Meeting started with the Minutes for March being reviewed and approved by all. The April                   
meeting was cancelled by the President.  
Our financial situation was reviewed by Treasurer Brenda Harley, with our financial situation being quite good                
because of the overall lack of expenditures because of the Covid lock down, and the clinics being scheduled at                   
Member locations. Unfortunately we have only been able to proceed with one actual riding clinic, originally                
planned from the three. That was the White Lock Estates clinic with Eugene Abello. More information on that                  
clinic will be posted in the NL. Our Beth Barritt clinic was cancelled just as Covid was breaking out, and our May                      
clinic with Simone Van Bellingen is now a video only opportunity. Because of the disruptions in our clinics, we                   
have two Insurance payments completed that can cover future clinics; either in the summer or fall. Decisions on                  
those clinicians and dates will be addressed in the near future and advertised.  
Membership no.s remain the same because of the lack of activities available because of the Pandemic. We are                  
hoping some of our video and Social Distancing activities in the near future will help with gaining some new sign                    
ups and get our ranks back up to higher levels.  
Linda Dennis reported that all of the local events of interest to members are regularly posted on our Facebook                   
page the “First Coast Classical Dressage Society Members and Friends” Group page. Show by Internet, Lectures,                
Call in Q&As and upcoming physical offerings of all of the above are all posted so plans can be made and                     
chances to show and gather points, or keep busy during the unusual season, will go ahead.  
The official FCCDS PAGE on FB is primarily concerned with official FCCDS events and photos of members at                  
them. Thank you to part time resident and Member Dinah Rojek for her lovely review and kudos about the                   
Eugene Abello Clinic at Whitelock!  
Our third clinician Simone Van Bellingen was unable to come to Florida to participate in a physical clinic using                   
careful Social Distancing such as was done with Eugene Abello at White Lock, because she is a resident of                   
Belgium and was locked down. But she did offer a super generous FREE two lessons by Video opportunity to                   
FCCDS Members, and a low cost try out for Non-members. We will try to post instructions on how to set up the                      

 

mailto:president@firstcoastclassicaldressagesociety.com
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technology for this generous opportunity in the immediate future. Sign up for this still available and posted on the                   
webpage. Watch for more on FB and on our Web Page. www.fccds.org.  
 
The board meeting then turned to Barbara Cadwell, who discussed the newest Dressage Foundation              
developments, including the easing of difficulties in applying for the “Gifted” Grant, as well as the other                 
Grant opportunities available for Professional and World class competitors. She will update us in a future                
write up to publish in “Dressage Deciphered”. Be sure to take a look at these opportunities on their own                   
page and keep the dates and requirements noted on your own calendars for application! 
 
Finally our Board meeting opened the floor for discussions and of course with our social exchanges and                 
random thoughts and suggestions, we ended on a good note, with hopes for a more normalizing summer,                 
and the return of physical horse shows in June and July to look forward to and gain points for our fabulous                     
awards for end of year! 
 

 

HEADS UP!!   
From Board Member Barbara Cadwell ~  
(Barbara is our USDF involved Board Member who is working for all of us in the Dressage community everyday.                   
Not only is she dedicated to our own little GMO, but she has been a force of good for the USDF community for                       
decades of her life. She is our local unsung hero, with her fingers in many pies that further the dressage agenda in                      
America. She is our Region 3 representative and champion for not only our own GMO, but all of the needs of the                      
USDF community in both states she calls home. Below is her most recent notification to us regarding the                  
organization that determines all of our activities in US Dressage.) 
 
 

“Voting for Participating Member Delegates commences June 1. Historically turnout has been low.             
This is partly because there are seldom more candidates than there are delegates. Why vote when                
there is no contest?  
There also may be a perception that the Board of Governors has no real power since the USEF makes                   
the rules and seldom consults the Board of Governors, which is the Presidents of the USDF Group                 
Member Organizations or their designees, and the Participating Member Delegates i. e. The USDF. 
All of that has changed. This year, at least in our Region, Region 3, we have more candidates than                   
there are Participating Member Delegate positions. Each of these candidates have volunteered to             
attend the annual meeting at their own expense in Omaha, Nebraska, in December, no less. I urge you                  

 

http://www.fccds.org/
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to consider their thumbnail biographies published by the USDF and if you know them, consider their                
fitness to serve. 
Much has changed in the relationship between the USDF and the USEF. The Board of Governors will                 
be consulted with respect to rule changes which affect our sport. New tests, over which our test writing                  
committee sweats blood, will no longer be subject to revision by the USEF. The USDF will be                 
responsible for training, testing, licensing and continuing education for national judges. “With great             
power comes great responsibility.” If Participating Members do not vote, it may be argued that we are                 
not interested in participating in the governance of our sport. So, get out there and vote. You do not                   
even have to invest in a stamp since you can do it over your computer, tablet or Iphone. If you do not                      
have access to the internet personally, your local library has computers you can use for free. So, all                  
you Participating Members, get out there and vote! 
Finally, if you are not a Participating Member, and know that your GMO President cannot attend,                
volunteer to be a designated representative. I realize that traveling to Omaha in December at your own                 
expense is a pretty hard sell to people from the South, but please consider it.  You’ll be glad you did! 
Barbara A. Cadwell 
USDF Nominating Committee 

 
Between the Ears at Princess Place as soon as the Lock Down relaxed. From your Editor’s horse Imp’s back, to a view of                       
Mary Glissman-Paul and her Trakehener mare Arella just completing their first trail out in many years together. It was super! 
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Notice to all Members!  
 
Join USDF GMO Members from around the Country! For a ZOOM meeting with Janet Foy to                
discuss her book “Dressage for the Not So Perfect Horse”. - Riding through the Levels.  
 
Time: Wednesday June 24th @ 7pm EST 
 

Janet Foy is a FEI 5* Judge, a USEF “S” Judge, and a USEF Sporthorse                               
Breeding Judge. She is a Bronze, Silver, and Gold USDF medalist, and is an active                             
member of the USEF International High Performance Dressage Committee.  
 
To Register for this event: (it’s free!) - go to the website below: 

https://www.striderpro.com/a/ZCj-C2Rjbk-UHCqzv0cu_Q 
 
 
Or see details at South Florida Dressage Association: 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
*********************************************************************************************************************
********************************************************************************************************************* 
 
 
 

 

https://www.striderpro.com/a/ZCj-C2Rjbk-UHCqzv0cu_Q
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Belgian *3 FEI judge Simone Van Bellingen at her home “office” watching a student ride on her big                  
screen via Internet and Iphone connection. You TOO can participate in this generous offer to try                
lessons with this FCCDS member! See the instructions on the Society website: www.fccds.org 
 
 

Member submissions of articles and images go to: newsletter@firstcoastclassicaldressagesociety.com    
Articles or images can be reproduced with permission. 
  
 
 
Social Events on the Calendar – Xenophon on 7/18 – Beach party on 8/8 – Social Affair Members Choice on Sept/Oct/Nov – need                       
offerings!  on 12/13 – Ornament Exchange 

Dressage Deciphered is edited by FCCDS Board Member Linda Dennis. .   

 

http://www.fccds.org/
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